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THOMAS ERIKSON

is a popular psychology writer, behavioral and communication expert, lecturer, leadership coach and crime
writer.
Thomas Erikson has worked for many years with the tools described in the books and analysed thousands
of individuals using the DISC tool. He runs a consulting business with a focus on changing behaviour in
different types of organisations, and coaches a number of executives every year in the Swedish business
world.
As a very popular lecturer the audience asked for a book based on his lectures and that was the reason to
writing Surrounded by Idiots which was his first popular psychology book about communication.
SURROUNDED BY IDIOTS has sold in more than 1 000 000 copies in Sweden, and together with his two
new titles: SURROUNDED BY PSYCHOPATHS and SURROUNDED BY BAD BOSSES he has sold a total of
more than 3 000 000 books! It has become a people’s movement to talk about one’s different colors. No
other paperback has ever sold as much in such short time as Surrounded by Idiots have in the Bonnier
group internationally and also in Sweden.
The DISC method is not his invention, what he has done is to explain and give examples from everyday life
in all types of settings both at work and in private how the method really works, and how each and every
one can gain better relationships, communication and better understanding for others by learning how it
works.
By the end of this year Thomas has promoted his books in Finland, Norway, Denmark, Croatia, Poland,
Lithuania, France, United Arab Emirates, UK, Bulgaria and Hungary among others.

"Readers will be delighted. Most everyone can benefit from this book, especially those in the
workplace. In addition, parents, educators, and students will find these insights valuable.”
- Booklist, a starred review
”The percentage of idiots in our surroundings will drastically be reduced if we learn to
communicate better”
– Dagens Medicin

Rights sold for Surrounded by Idiots
Albania: Pema Publishing
Brazil: Editura Letramento/ Intriseca
Bulgaria: Hermes
Canada: St Martin's Essentials
China: Post and Communications
Czech rep: Albatros
Croatia: Poetika
Denmark: HOI Denmark
Egypt: Sefsafa
Estonia: Varrak
Finland: Atena
France: Editions First/ Edu8
Germany: Droemer Knaur
Greece: Dioptra
Hungary: Central Médiacsoport
Iceland: Sogur Utgafa
Indonesia: PT. Betang Pustaka
Israel: Kinneret
Italy: TRE60
Japan: Forest Publishing Co Ltd.
Korea: Booklog Company
Latvia: Zvaigzne ABC Publisher
Lithuania: Obuolys
Netherlands: HarperCollins
Norway: Gyldendal
Macedonia: Toper Dooel
Myanmar: Sarpaylawka
Poland: Wielka Litera
Portugal: Lua de Papel
Romania: Litera Publishing House
Russia: Eksmo
Serbia: Vulkan
Slovakia: Motyl
Slovenia: Ucila
Spain: Griljalbo
Sweden: HOI & Word Audio &
Månpocket (Paperback: Forum)
Taiwan: Business Weekly
Thailand: Amarin
Turkey: Koridor
Vietnam: 1980 Books
UK: Vermilion
Ukraine: Folio Publishers Ltd.
USA: St Martin's Essentials

SURROUNDED BY IDIOTS
How to understand those that can’t be understood
Some people seriously complain that they are surrounded by idiots.
Some, oddly enough, state this more often than others. And
certainly we can find many different types of problems that exist
with getting along. Some examples you might recognize: have you
ever tried to reason with your partner but nothing went as
planned? Or have you left a meeting in confusion with the feeling
that you truly did not understand a single person in the room? And
worst of all, some people never seem to understand what you are
saying, no matter how clearly you express yourself. Little by little
the idiots in our lives turn up here and there.
How do I recognize a red, yellow, green and blue person?
The strengths and weaknesses of the different colors.
Body language – does it always look the same?
How should I treat a person who is not at all like me?
How does written communication work between the different
colors?

Longlisted for an OWL Book Award
(Outstanding Works of Literature) in the US

Rights sold for
Surrounded by Psychopaths
Brazil: Intriseca
China: Beijing Zito Books
Croatia: Poetika
Denmark: Politiken
Estonia: Varrak
Finland: Atena
Germany: Droemer Knaur
Israel: Kinneret
Lithuania: Obuolys
Norway: Gyldendal
Macedonia: Toper Dooel
Poland: Wielka Litera
Portugal: Lua De Papel
Russia: Eksmo
Serbia: Vulkan
Slovakia: Motyl
Slovenia: Ucila
Spain: Grijalbo Ilustrado
Sweden: Forum
Taiwan: China Today
The Netherlands: HarperCollins
Turkey: Koridor
Ukraine: Folio Publishers
UK: Ebury/ Vermilion
US: St Martin’s Essentials

317 Pages

SURROUNDED BY PSYCHOPATHS
100 % Protection against manipulation
Learn how to avoid being used by others and find out
who are the psychopaths surrounding us. We have
already met some; they are exciting, charismatic, nice
and helpful. Always a compliment at the ready. They will
surely make you feel good. You believe what you hear
even when it sounds a bit false, but since the feeling is so
good …. When it seems too good to be true, it probably is.
The book reveals how a psychopath uses your weaknesses
to use and manipulate you as much as possible. Not all
people with psychopathic traits are psychopaths. And all
psychopaths are not cold-blooded serial killers. Most of
them are walking here among us.

Rights sold for
Surrounded by Bad Bosses
Brazil: Intriseca
Croatia: Poetika
Czech rep: Albatros
Denmark: Politiken
Finland: Atena
France: Editions Leduc
Hungary: Central Médiacsoport
Italy: TRE60
Latvia: Zvaigzne ABC
Lithuania: Obuolys
Norway: Gyldendal
Netherlands: HarperCollins
Poland: Wielka Litera
Serbia: Vulkan
Slovakia: Motyl
Sweden: Forum
Ukraine: Folio Publishers
UK: Ebury/Vermilion
US: St Martin’s Essentials

350 Pages
Complete English Material

SURROUNDED BY BAD BOSSES & SURROUNDED BY LAZY EMPLOYEES
In Surrounded by Bad Bosses you’re taught how to deal with the most hopeless bosses
imaginable. Thomas Erikson, author of the successful books Surrounded by Idiots and
Surrounded by Psychopaths knows what he is talking about. He himself has been an
employee and a boss and in his role as leadership developer he has met all kinds of bosses.
If your children doesn’t act as expected you can always change you tactics when it comes
to their upbringing. If you have an acquaintance that turns out to be a real douche bag you
can always leave that relationship. But if your boss is behaving unfair and coming up with
unreasonable demands it’s suddenly not as simple to know what to do about it. We have all
been there. It seems as if you and your boss are not from the same planet. And even if you
personally haven’t had bad luck and ended up working for a boss
from hell you might still have encountered a few unpleasant
surprises while dealing with your boss. Perhaps you were trusted
with big responsibilities but without any authorities? Maybe you
and your boss have different behaviours and work completely
different from each other. And perhaps you suspect that
your boss is a lost case. But there are solutions.
Since there is always two different sides to one coin this book also
contains a bonus to all bosses: Surrounded by Lazy Employees – a
manual on how to handle underachievers. This book will review
both good leadership and why it’s so rare and it will also look at
why some employees struggle to get the work done.

Rights sold for
Surrounded by Setbacks
Finland: Atena
Norway: Gyldendal
Poland: Wielka Litera
Sweden: Forum
Ukraine: Folio
UK: Ebury/ Vermilion
US: St Martin’s Essentials

320 Pages
Complete English Material

SURROUNDED BY SETBACKS
When it all goes to hell - How to turn setbacks to success

In his previous books, globally successful author Thomas Erikson has treated
such subjects as idiots, psychopaths, lazy employees, and bad bosses. This
time he takes a holistic look at setbacks of different sort: problems at work, at
home, financial issues, love troubles, crazy neighbours, all-consuming
conflicts… Basically, whenever life feels like one long uphill. As usual, Thomas
Erikson manages to hit home with his examples. With an empathetic tone and
tongue-in-cheek humor, he guides us toward the light at the end of the
tunnel. And points to the solutions that we all carry inside us.

Rights sold for
Surrounded by Narcissists
Finland: Atena
Poland: Wielka Litera
Sweden: Forum
UK: Ebury/Vermilion
US: St Martin’s Essentials

SURROUNDED BY
NARCISSISTS coming 2021

The Art of Making an Impression

Angela Ahola

THE ART OF MAKING AN IMPRESSION is a book about how we form an opinion and how we ourselves are being
judged when we meet a person for the first time.
First impression - trust in "love at first sight" or flee while you still have the chance? The first time we meet
someone our minds struggle to figure out who this other person might be - friend or foe? Angela Ahola is a Doctor of
Psychology, and a specialist on that crucial first impression. What should we focus on to make a good first
impression? What is important to think about when we meet people in all manner of situations? When looking for a
new job, out on a date, employing someone, or in any number of situations? What is the best strategy towards the
person sitting across from you in a negotiation?
”Fascinating and very instructive, exceptionally good in this genre. Angela Ahola manages to mix science
with popular psychology in a brilliant way.” Colette van Luik, journalist at Topphälsa
Rights sold
Sweden: Natur & Kultur , Finland: Minerva Kustannus, China: Beijing Land of Wisdom Books
English sample available
269 pages

Your Hidden Motives
How three psychological needs
shape your life
We compare ourselves to others, and then struggle with feelings of
inferiority. We try to blend into the crowd, yet can’t stand it when
someone else is wearing the same outfit. And while we love
expanding our knowledge, we instead catch ourselves swept away in
the deluge of Instagram.
Why do we do the things we do? What guides our behavior as
individuals? Three motives provide us with answers. Having been
shaped over millions of years, these motives helped Homo sapiens to
survive: Our desires for secure relationships, status, and new
knowledge.
In this book, Angela Ahola explains how our hidden motives drive
our needs, our actions, and our reactions. But it’s also about how the
conflict between these primeval forces and our modern lifestyles can
go wrong. This isn’t a book about how you’re supposed to be. It’s
about how you are deep down inside. It will help you to better
understand your own behavior, and that of others as well. But there’s
more to it than just that – with the help of this book’s pragmatic
tools, you’ll be able to take control of and navigate your own daily
life.

Motive 1 - Status
Motive 2 - Relationships
Motive 3 - Knowledge
Angela Ahola is a doctor of psychology, lecturer, and published author. She has
been ranked as one of Sweden’s most popular lecturers in both 2018 and 2019.
Notable among Angela’s many clients are: Spotify, H&M, Samsung, Manpower,
Bonnier, and the Swedish Parliament. Angela has given expert testimony in court
proceedings, been a guest expert on TV talk shows, and previously released the
book, The Art of Making an Impression (2016).

Rights sold
China: Post & Telecom press
Korea: Chungrim Publishing
Russia & Ukraine: Alpina
Taiwan: Wave Press
Sweden: Roos& Tegnér
Full English available & English Sample
224 pages

Screen Smart
Mattias Ribbing
SCREEN SMART - 9 Brain Rules for Performance and Wellbeing in
a Digitalized World
Our everyday life is stressful and seems to constantly
involve checking our phones, answering emails and being
accessible to anyone at any time. Are we becoming more
stupid through our use of screens or are we developing new
abilities?
We need strategies for things we haven’t had a use for
before. Even with ambiguous opinions on what
digitalization is doing to us we now possess knowledge
about what our brain needs in order to feel good. Mattias
Ribbing takes a stand where the alarming reports begin and
the digitalization mania end. This book will guide you
through exciting research and innovative ways to deal with
the struggles of everyday life.
It’s about achieving real results and changes were needed.
We shouldn’t stop using new technology, we should learn
how to get more use out of it.

Rights sold:
Sweden - Bazar

Info:
Full English available
Inlay is included in the deal
200 pages

Bibliography
2020 - Screen Smart (Skärmsmart),
non-fiction
2019 - Smart Parenting (Smart
föräldraskap), non-fiction
2016 - Get Math (Fatta matte), nonfiction
2013 - The Right Way to Better Grades
(Vägen till maxade betyg), non-fiction
2011 - Befriend Your Brain (Vägen till
mästarminne), non-fiction

Mattias Ribbing is a brain training expert, a three times
Swedish Memory Champion and internationally awarded
with the official title Grandmaster of Memory.
He is the author of five books, with over 120 000 copies sold.
He regularly appears as an expert in the press and media.

PERIMENOPOWER
Katarina Wilk
"If I don´t sleep soon, I´m going to die in one way or another.”
Perimenopower combines humor and identification with just the
right amount of facts to make it easily accessible. Katarina Wilk
wants to empower women and make menopause something
powerful in order for us to understand and talk about it early on.
Have you woken up soaking with sweat in the middle of the night
without knowing why? Have you found it difficult to go to sleep even
though you have been completely exhausted? Are your mood swings so
extreme that you hardly recognize yourself? Then you may have reached
the perimenopause, a natural (but often difficult) phase in life for women
that usually begins in their 40s. Many people recognize the word
menopause, but think it occurs when you get close to 50. What most
people don’t know is that the symptoms, that can appear as early as 35+,
could be caused by swinging hormones. But relax – help is on its way.
This book is the ultimate guide for you who has started to experience
strange symptoms with your sleep, mood, and body. Here you will learn
everything about how and why the body reacts the way it does. You get
the best tips, all in one place, for becoming well-rested, glowing, and in a
better mood than ever! Read about sleep yoga, natural supplements, diet,
exercise and, not least, the hormone estrogen – everything to help you
get the right preconditions to discover your female superpower when the
hormones swing – your perimenopower.
Health and medicine journalist, Katarina Wilk, combines facts with
personal experiences to inspire, guide and, above all, include you. You are
far from alone in these symptoms. An audit of medical facts has been
conducted by Evelina Sande Idenfeldt, chief physician in gynecology and
obstetrics.

Rights sold:

Bibliography:

Croatia: Znanje
Finland: Atena
France: Jouvence
Lithuania: Obuolys
Russia: Portal
Sweden: Ehrlin
Turkey: Beta
UK (WER): Orion Spring

2021 - Postmenopause, non-fiction

Full English translation
Available
Pages: 147

2019 - The Inner Darkness, audio novel
2018 - Perimenopower, non-fiction
2018 - #WalkWithMe, YA novel
2018 - I Still Carry You (Jag bär dig
fortfarande), short story in the
anthology Dear Mum
2010 - Modern Packed Lunches - for the
active family (Moderna matsäckar - för
den aktiva familjen), cook book

"One of the hottest titles about
menopause right now - and it
doesn't even talk about
menopause." - Tara Magazine

Happiness Guide to Stockholm
Marta Rusinowska
Discovering the everyday magic of
sustainable happiness
The Happiness Guide to Stockholm will
describe what sustainable happiness is and
how to find it. It's a celebration of the city
of Stockholm and its wisdoms when it
comes to the power of everyday magic.
Reading the book will help you embrace
the power of small moments and show you
how to find happiness in the seemingly
ordinary things in your daily life.
A combination of a tourist guide and a selfdevelopment book, it will be your guide to
Stockholm’s most intimate experiences and
show you how to truly discover the citynot just the pretty buildings and streets but
the emotions they bring, teaching you how
to indulge in sustainable happiness as you
re-discovering your relationship with
yourself. It will also give you the blueprint
for recreating those experiences back
home, wherever you are in the world,
adding more positivity and joy into your
everyday life.

Genre:
Self-development, Nordic/ Swedish culture

English Manuscript
Inlay is included in the deal
100 pages
Blogg: a-girlwhotravels.com

About the author:
Marta is a lifestyle writer and blogger. Having graduated
with a Master’s in Media and PR, she chose a slightly
unconventional career path which took her through the
Indian desert and Sri Lankan beaches all the way to New
York City and Florence. Marta’s been location-independent
for a number of years and spent most of her twenties
country-hopping. Her career in writing was a natural
transition, and started when she founded her blog, aimed at
women seeking to live more meaningful, unapologetically
passionate lives.
Having spent over 4 years in London, where she worked on
growing her brand and social media following, Marta
eventually moved to Stockholm, following a rather fated
late summer evening when she fell in love with the city.
Marta has always seen travel as a self-development tool
which, combined with her interest in psychology and selfdevelopment, took her down the path she’s on today. Her
passion for Stockholm and Scandinavia didn’t just inspire
her move to Stockholm, but sparked the idea behind her
first book, The Happiness Guide to Stockholm
When she’s not traveling, you’ll most likely find Marta at
one of her favorite Stockholm cafes, sipping a decaf latte
and eating one too many cinnamon buns.

Grow for Insects
Liselotte Roll
If you have ever laid down in a
meadow then you know the grass is
teeming with life – insects that
crawl around you, a ladybug waves
lazily on a straw, a bumblebee
buzzes past the chamomile. Or how
many have you really seen? The
numbers of bees, butterflies and
other insects are rapidly decreasing.
Worst case scenario, in a hundred
years, they might be extinct.
But we can help them. By making
arrangements in our garden or on
our balcony. This is the book that
teaches you how! How to pick the
best flowers. How to build insect
nests and build a sanctuary to save
the lives of the insects where you
live. In return, they will make your
garden a slice of heaven on earth.
Liselotte Roll is a journalist and
author who has a burning interest
and passion for gardening and
animals of all shapes and sizes,
especially insects. Her garden is
filled with plants that insects love
and lots of little bugs: bumblebees,
bees, beetles and butterflies.

Rights sold:
Sweden: Polaris

252 Pages

CHICKENS AS A HOBBY
In this book your will find most things you need to
know about how to care for chickens and chicken life
in general. You will also find observations of Doris,
the chicken whose voice cracks in puberty, Rut the
wise one, angry Prillan and the other chickens in our
yard. A Falcon Crest of chickens, if you'd like. Apart
from the fact that eggs from your own chickens are
delicious and that the birds are great company in the
yard, they are also fairly intelligent. At least most of
them. They can solve issues, cuddle with each other
but can also be tricky and mess around. They love,
hate and interact just like us.
With a home blessed with the joy of chickens you will
enter a completely new world. It's pure joy having a
cup of coffee in the yard while they spread their
wings and enjoy the warm sunlight at your feet. Or
when you see a chicken hatched for the first time and
the mother hen carefully nudging the chick into the
warmth underneath her.

The more you observe your chickens the more
you will learn. Not only about them but about
all species. Every individual is unique. So, if you
haven't already acquired chickens, do so. Make
yourself and some chickens happy. And if you
don't know how – this is the book for you!

THE ULTIMATE HANDBOOK FOR THE NEW
BEGINNER AND THE PROFESSIONAL
CHICKEN HOBBYIST.

English sample available
Rights sold:
Sweden: Natur&Kultur
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